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Abstract

The results of an investigation of optimal power processing and control unit structures
and parameters are presented. The criterion selected for the optimization were minimum
discharge current and voltage oscillations. The influence of electromagnet current to the
character and amplitude of discharge current and discharge voltage oscillations of the SPT-
100 thruster were obtained. The electromagnet was connected to a separate electromagnet
power supply. The electromagnet current was independent from the discharge current. The
optimal values of the electromagnet current for this structures and parameters of the power
processing and control unit are obtained.

Introduction

The stationary plasma thruster (SPT) has a long history of successful flight application in
the former Soviet Union and Russian space flight program. A 1.4 kilowatt variant, the SPT-
100, is currently being considered for integration with US satellites. This thruster has been

evaluated in Russia [1] and in the US [21, demonstrating 1600 seconds of specific impulse, atan efficiency of 0.5. The SPT-100 is presently being developed by consortium led by Space
Systems / Loral (SS/L) for flight qualification [3]. As pan of this qualification program, this
thruster has undergone a cyclic lifetest at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory [41. Further, an
extensive program is underway to evaluate integration issues 151.

A choice of the Power Processing and Control Unit (PPCU) structure and parameters for SPT
is not a trivial problem. Here it is to take necessary into consideration the possibility of an
electric propulsion thruster and PPCU interaction. The designers of the SPT usually have
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ar. p ,ro i. ''[nec:'d ;: the gh level of the discharge current and o]; ace oscillations.

S''rc .. .{; j:::; . 2. where such oscillations are described and some reasons

or :hes- osc:ilai:ons are gisen The results or an investigati on of magne ic field5 iharaccrstics. acceleraing channe; geometry and wall contamination intluence upon thruster

performance and oscillation intensity are presented in (81. The influence the electromagnet

current and discharge power supply output filter parameters to the discharge voltage and
current oscillations are represented in [9J. Some classification of the oscillations in closed drift3 thrusters, such as the stationary plasma thruster and the anode layer thruster and some
explanations for these oscillations are represented in (10].

As a rule. in these investigations the discharge power supply was a voltage regulated power
supply connected to the thruster's anode and the electromagnet, setting up a magnet field in
the accelerating channel that is proportional to the discharge current 11, 21. That scheme of
connection has an advantage of being more simple a structure of the PPCU as it gives us a
possibility to exclude a separate power supply for the electromagnet. However, the including
of the electromagnet in the discharge circuit causes the origin of feed back between the
magnet field in the SPT acceleration channel and the parameters of the discharge. And such
feed back is as a rule positive and causes considerable oscillations of the discharge current.
The peak-to-peak amplitude of these oscillations usually reaches 100...200% from nominal
value (1. 21. The frequency of these oscillations depends on the discharge power supply output
filter parameters, the parameters of electromagnet, the parameters of the discharge in the SPT
accelerating channel and usually is the range of 25...50 kHz.

1. The main conditions of the investigation SPT-1005 discharge current and voltage oscillation

The scheme of the interface SPT-100 and PPCU where the separated discharge power5 supply and the electromagnet power supply are used for the investigation the electromagnet
current influence on the character and value of the discharge voltage and current oscillation.SThis scheme is shown in Figure 1. In the capacity as the electromagnet power supply was used
the controlled supply of current with value of the controlled output current in the range 1...6

IA.

In SPT-100 testing to date, several different power supplies have been used [I - 6).
Tk:es incide the unit which was developed at the "Fakel" Enterprise in Kalinigrad (Russia),
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rlight-tpe units developed bs SS L. a research unit developed at NASA .LR(C and imple
!aboratory DC power supplies uith ballast resistor. In each nstance, the roltacg and current

averorms published for the main thruster d;scharge differ. A poien!ial cause of these
differences is the individual power supply controls and output filter topologies, 'hich appear
to significantly influence the operation of the thruster.

In the capacity as the discharge power supply was used the controlled laboratory
discharge power supply which was as supply of voltage with the value of controlled output
voltage with the value of controlled output voltage in the range 0...600 V DC. The simple
RC output filter (R = 12 Ohm. C = 2.2 uF) was used between the output of this power
supply and SPT-100 on the first stage of these investigations.

During these investigations RCLC-filter also was used between the discharge power
supply output and SPT. The parameters of this filter (R, Cl, L, C2) can be changed
separately. It was possibility to disconnect this filter from the discharge circuit.

2. The investigation of the electromagnet current influence

to the discharge current and voltage oscillations

The electromagnet current was changed in the range 2.5...4.5 A DC during the
investigation of the electromagnet current influence to the discharge current and voltage
oscillations. The values of the peak-to-peak oscillations of the discharge current and discharge
voltage were recorded. The data was obtained for different values of discharge voltage (250.
300. 350) V DC, different values of the mass flow rate (nominal. nom+10%, nom-10%) and
different topology and parameters of the discharge power supply output filter.

The experimental investigations showed the strong a magnet current influence on the
SPT-100 parameters including the value and character of the discharge current oscillations.
The typical discharge current and voltage oscillations are shown in Fig. 2. In that case when
the value of the electromagnet current Im approximately is equal to the value of the discharge
current Id the considerable oscillations of the discharge current is observed. The level of the
such oscillations reaches the value 150...200% from the nominal discharge current value. Such
oscillations are shown in Fig. 2.a and they are corresponded to the oscillations for the case of
the serial connection the electromagnet and the discharge circuit [1. 2. 7). The character of
these oscillations is changed as is shown in Fig. 2,b when the value of the electromagnet
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u 'rrnt :, U'crcased to .: ,e 3.5 .. 3.7 A D(C In hi, case ihc corcw ,' he discharc

S:Jr-e : ': rectliaions such a.., Lcribed in [2J. .;:c turier decrease of Ithe ecL itrom. inec

curren causes he step-form change of the boih character and amplihude of the discharge

current oscillations as is shovn in Fig. 2.c. That change of the character and amplitude of

discharge current oscillations was obtained for different levels of the discharge voltage

Vd=250...350 V DC and different levels of the mass flow rate +10...-10 % from value of

the nominal level of the mass flow rate.

The dependence the discharge current total amplitude of oscillations Ip-p from the

magnet current value are shown in Fig. 3. This dependence was also obtained for different

values of the discharge voltage Vd and the mass flow rate m. As it is shown in Fig. 3 there is

the some optimal level of the electromagnet current when the amplitude peak-to-peak of the

discharge current oscillations is minimum. The change of the thruster's operation conditions in

particular the change of the discharge voltage and the mass flow rate doesn't change of the

obtained dependence character. Such change of the operation conditions causes only some

displacement the range of the electromagnet current optimal values.

Conclusions

3 The experimental data which are obtained in this work and analysis of these results give

us the possibility to do such conclusion:

S- the optimal structure of the PPCU for SPT-100 mast have a separate power supply for

electromagnet. the electromagnet current must not depend from the discharge current;

- the character and amplitude of the discharge current oscillations depend from the level3 of the electromagnet current:

- the optimal value of the electromagnet current exists and ensures the minimal level ofSthe discharge current oscillations, this optimal point can be changed if the parameters of the

thruster (the discharge voltage and current, the mass flow rate) will be changed:

- the discharge current oscillations in SPT-100 have two ranges: low-frequency

(30...300) kHz and high-frequency (4...12) MHz, the increasing (decreasing) of the

I electromagnet current causes the decreasing (increasing) of the low-frequency oscillations

amplitude and increasing (decreasing) of the high-frequency oscillations.
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